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By Tim Johnson : The Very Delicious Strawberry: Twenty Illustrated Zen Stories Adapted for Children  theres 
this thing we tend to do when we hear the awful news that people we know or admire have cancer or other dire 
diagnoses we transform them into courageous hopper shows the very best time to fly and buy a ticket for your route 
youve probably heard the general advice for the best time to buy a plane ticket start The Very Delicious Strawberry: 
Twenty Illustrated Zen Stories Adapted for Children: 

1 of 1 review helpful There was once a stone cutter who was not satisfied with himself and with his accomplishments 
in life By Don Kidwell Wonderful collection of tales espousing enlightenment together with sixteen detailed pen and 
ink illustrations Absolutely loved the third tale The Stone Cutter with it s circular theme tho I also fancied Empty Your 
Cup for it s short yet potent message Plenty of more tales to Let these traditional Zen Koans short stories inspire the 
whole family to live a healthier more mindful life Give your child the tools to appreciate more worry less build 
confidence and take inspiration from the ideals of Buddhism that have helped generations of the past do the same 
Adapted from Zen Buddhist writings dating back as far as the twelfth century these stories have been simplified to be 
enjoyed by young kids and adults of all ages while wholly embo About the Author Tim Johnson has studied martial 
arts and eastern culture since childhood and has grown up with an appreciation for the lessons to be learned from these 
traditions Here he brings the stories to life with illustrations in order to connect with 
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